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Marketing Objectives

1. Increase the value, of the professional credential, for both 
the CCA and the grower/client

2. Support marketing efforts at the local-board level
3. Connect future agronomy professionals to our credential 

program at an earlier stage in academic development
4. Work at a national level to increase our exposure and 

connection to industry employers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These have not changed from last year, we’ve just been evolving them to take advantage of new opportunities 



2016
Marketing Review

• Tradeshows (Ag Media Summit, NAFB, ARA, Commodity Classic) 

• Communications/Publications (The Adviser, NYCU, C&S)

• Marketing Packet Initiative (Self-Promotion)

• Webinar Sponsorships (Value-add + Corporate Relationships)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New Crops & Soils Website to launch next month = easier access and readability.  Giving more opportunities for CEUs and overall professional development.



2016
Marketing Review

• Ag & Food Organization Connections (Corporate Buy-In)

• Panel Event:  Sustainability in the Food Supply Chain

• Write ICCA into Corporate Responsibility Statements &/or Sustainability Policies

• Increase value of ICCA program to stakeholders
• Feedback & Listening Sessions
• Working towards ICCA Strategic Plan Fulfillment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
4R NMS & SSp yielding opportunities to connect (public & private)  Such as the Sustainability in the Food Supply Chain event at the 2015 Annual MeetingBrought together both ag and food organizations such as Kelloggs, General Mills, ADM, Cargill, Mosaic, Syngenta, CHS, USB, and The Walton Family Foundation all around the common goal of sustainable food production.  We used this as a spring board to full what was laid out in the last Strategic Plan.The two points we focused on:  Establish relationships within the Food & Agri-business IndustriesOpportunities like this are strengthening our relationships with the organizations that employ CCAs and could potentially push CCA further into the minds of growers.We asked them two questionsDo you think it would be significant to incorporate the CCA Program or CCAs into your Corporate Responsibility Statements or Sustainability Policies?  Would it make a difference to your company? Is it important to organizations such as yours?Every bit of feedback stated CCA’s are recognized as credible professionals embracing sustainability by all of the organizations and are an essential part of grower adoption of bmps.  However, most stated they were unlikely to include the CCA program or CCAs specifically into our corporate responsibility policies due to the diverse and global span of each company.  That reasoning was given or their legal team would never allow the singling out of just one organization.



2016
Marketing Review

• Student CCA-CND Poster Initiative (well received)

• Highest local board response rate to date

• Need more local board follow-up (School Ag Departments, Agri-
business/Agronomy Clubs, etc.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Double the amount of poster requests as last year.  More boards are making the connection with the local community college and university agricultural program.Now that we have a set date (Fourth Friday/Saturday of April), the set up process is consistent and convenient for local boards and the schools they are working with.More follow-up on the direct, local connection would be effective during the second semester.  To get in front of Agri-Business/Agronomy Clubs or in the classroom.



New in 2017

• ICCA of the Year Award Ceremony @ Commodity Classic

• Presentation is back in front of growers & other agronomists

• Exhibiting

• Presenting a Learning Center Session (Agronomic Sustainability)
• ICCA is the featured sponsor

• Field to Market (Field Print Calculator)

• Highlight Sustainability Specialty (SSp)

• Award Presentation to follow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2016 award winner will receive their recognition at the ASA Annual Meeting, as usual.  With the boards approval, we could move forward with presenting the award to the 2017 winner at next year’s Commodity Classic & ASA Annual Meeting.We would be seeking nominations October-December 2016, selecting in January 2017  Commodity Classic: March 2-4 in San Antonio, TXThree reasons for this collaboration with Commodity Classic:	Put the award back in from of growers and more agronomists	Increase program awareness through sponsorship of a Learning Session	Feature the Sustainability Specialty as a part of a larger discussion on agronomic sustainabilityWe are working with Commodity Classic on a very aggressive promotional schedule.  (Press-releases to major ag media outlets, direct-emails to all attendees & local CCAs, Social Media distribution)CCA-SSp and a representative from Field to Market will be speaking on sustainable food production and the field print calculatorThe ICCA of the Year will be awarded following the presentation (short bio, video, and presentation)  *ICCA President attending?



Cost-Share Program

• 2013:  $10,500 → 2014:  $9,000 → 2015:  $4,500 → 2016:  $3,000
• Budgeted for every year, rarely used

• Options:
1. ASA Staff helps with individualized marketing (reimbursed by local 

board)
 How many boards would take advantage or need this help?

2. Continue the program “As Is” for active local boards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like your feedback on re-thinking or maintaining the program with the promise of more use.It really comes down to a question of Money or Time:What is the biggest limiting factor to initiating or expanding your local marketing?Is someone on your board designated to carry out marketing programs?  Or do you need help with the time or labor?We can continue supporting the expansion of local board marketing through the Cost-Share Program, but we would need to have more involvement to justify continued funding.



Ambassador Program
Tom Kemp

• Value & Motivation

• What do you need?

• How should we re-shape the program?



Success Stories

What marketing programs 
have/haven’t worked for 

your board?
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